Data and software citations are crucial for the transparency of research results and for the transmission of credit. But they are hard to track, because of the absence of a common citation standard. As a consequence, the FORCE11 recently proposed data and software citation principles as guidance for authors. Zenodo is recognized for the implementation of DOIs for software on a large scale. The minting of complementary DOIs for the version and concept allows measuring the impact of dynamic software. This article investigates characteristics of 5,456 citations to Zenodo data and software that were captured by the Asclepias Broker in January 2019. We analyzed the current state of data and software citation practices and the quality of software citation recommendations with regard to the impact of recent standardization efforts. Our findings prove that current citation practices and recommendations do not match proposed citation standards. We consequently suggest practical first steps towards the implementation of the software citation principles.
Introduction
Citations are recognized as one of the key incentives to make data and software available, as researchers receive credit for their efforts (Fecher et al. (2015) , Huang et al. (2012) , Wallis et al. (2013) , Tenopir et al. (2011) ). However, the implementation of data and software citation capture as means of accreditation is challenging, as data and software citations tend to be idiosyncratic. Only little is known about how authors cite data and software in publications and how the tracking of data and software usage can be improved. Empirical studies of data and software citation practices show a low coverage of data citation databases such as the Data Citation Index (Peters et al. (2016) , Peters et al. (2017) , Park & Wolfram (2019) ) and a coexistence of direct software citation practices and citations to software related research publications (Li et al. (2019) ). Thus, tracking citations is challenging because of the great diversity of citable objects related to or representing software. Additionally, citable software papers gain attention (Hong et al. (2013) ) and thus increase the diversity of targeted objects. This is an issue for tracking use impact, as citation discovery systems track citation counts to individual targeted objects, which often reflects only a fraction of real software usage. Because of this "dilution of citations" over many individual targets, citation counts in citation discovery services cannot reflect the full impact of software. Besides this citation dilution, recent text analysis studies have also demonstrated an inconsistency of data and software citation formats (Yoon et al. (2019) , Li et al. (2016) , Li et al. (2017) , Hwang et al. (2017) ) and a practice of informal data and software mentions in the main text (Park et al. (2018) , Li & Yan (2018) , Howison & Bullard (2016) , Pan et al. (2015) , Pia et al. (2009) ). This increases the challenge of tracking data and software usage, as informal mentions remain invisible to citation discovery services. The absence of a widely adopted citation standard is stated as one of the major blockers of direct data and software citations (Mooney & Newton (2012) ). To solve this, efforts towards the endorsement of citation principles are being made. The joint declaration of data citation principles (Data Citation Synthesis Group (2014)) covers purpose, function, and attribution of data citations, but does not provide specific implementation mechanisms. For software citations, the FORCE11 Software Citation Working Group published six software citation principles ) as a base for future concrete implementation plans. However, despite all efforts, the tracking of the impact of data and software based on individual citation counts remains problematic.
In January 2019, the CERN-hosted general-purpose repository Zenodo announced the implementation of the Asclepias Broker (Nielsen (2019) ) together with the American Astronomical Society (AAS) and the NASA/SAO Astrophysics Data System (ADS). The Asclepias Broker is at its core a citation links store that is capable of harvesting discovery services such as the Astrophysics Data System, Crossref Event Data and Europe PMC for citation links via their open public APIs. The citation links found in the discovery services are either deposited (Crossref Event Data) or text-mined from the reference section (ADS and Europe PMC). The tracking of citations to Zenodo objects (software, data, literature) is of special interest, as Zenodo is widely recognized for hosting software (Brown et al. (2018) ) and because of Zenodo's unique approach to versioning that enables aggregating citations to multiple individual objects. According to DataCite, Zenodo hosted more than 70% of all persistently citable software in 2018 and thus became a pioneer and key player for the DOI registration for software (Fenner, Katz, Nielsen & Smith (2018) ). Since 2014, software on GitHub can be integrated in Zenodo in order to retrieve a DOI (GitHub (2016)). Zenodo's unique approach of minting a DOI for each version of an object and an additional "concept DOI" representing all versions is especially suited for dynamic software that often have complex versioning schemes. This feature further facilitates tracking the impact of software, as citation counts to multiple individual objects can be aggregated using the concept DOI and its metadata links to the individual versions. Thus, data on Zenodo's citation counts is especially qualified for the exploration of the impact of software citation recommendations (i.e. an author-provided preferred citation) on actual citations. This article explores the state of data and software citation practices by analyzing the 5,456 citation links to Zenodo resulting from the implementation of the Asclepias Broker. For the evaluation of the impact of recent software citation recommendation standardization efforts, we compare our findings to the quality of software citation recommendations.
Results

The state of data and software citation practices
Trackable data and software citations are not in common practice yet and we can only observe a fraction of real usage. We observe multiple issues that indicate how bad the state of data and software citations really is.
We observe a very low citation coverage of Zenodo. Only 0.33% of all DOIs, 1.16% of dataset DOIs and 3.24% of all software DOIs registered by Zenodo are traceably cited at least once (see Figure 1 ). 66.7% of all citations target software, while only 16.8% target datasets and 16.6% target literature (see Figure 2 ). Besides a low citation coverage, we also observe a low citation intensity, as 87.2% of all cited DOIs were only cited once (see Figure 3 ). Only a few DOIs of broadly reusable software libraries such as LMfit (Newville et al. (2019) ) received high citation counts up to 97. The average citation count per cited DOI is 1.33. The majority of citations targeted version-specific DOIs, which is in compliance with the software citation principles ). The concept DOI was targeted by 8.31% of all citations to objects with a concept DOI (see Figure 4 ), despite the fact that the concept DOI is not very visible on Zenodo landing pages. In order to understand the context and circumstances of data and software citations, we analyzed the citation speed and self-citation rate. The citation speed measures the time between the publication dates of the cited objects and the citing objects (i.e. how long does it take for an object to be cited). We found varying citation speeds for different types of objects. For datasets the average citation speed is 0.45 years while for software it is 0.86 years. This means that datasets and software uploaded to Zenodo are likely to be cited within the first year after publication. We estimate with 95% confidence that 82.1% of all citations with a citation speed between 0-1 years are self-citations (3,333 of 4,060 citations). The estimated self-citation rate for datasets is much higher compared to other types, as 98.5% of all analyzed citations to datasets proved to be self-citations.
Uniqueness of citation data sources
All three above observations in our data indicate that we can only track fractions of real data and software (re)usage. Issues with tracking citations significantly decrease the coverage of citation discovery providers. It was certainly expected that each of the discovery services (ADS, Crossref Event Data, and Europe PMC) index citation links in content that is related or characteristic for the community they serve. But in fact, the overlap of citation links between services is so poor that we consider it almost non-existent, as demonstrated in Figure 5 . Unsurprisingly, only multidisciplinary open access journals with open reference lists qualify to be captured by all discovery services. Thus, 18 of the 22 overlapping Zenodo data and software citing articles are published with Springer Nature's "Scientific Reports". However, the real overlap may be estimated to be much bigger.
The potential impact of software citation recommendations
We analyzed the status and potential impact of citation recommendations (i.e. author-provided "preferred citations") for all 25 software projects archived on Zenodo that received 10 or more citations. Citation recommendations are meant to provide guidance and encourage citing software directly using persistent identifiers (PIDs). Therefore, it is interesting to see if the recommended identifier(s) were cited more frequently.
Recommended citations were often hard to find or when found outdated, confusing, or nonexistent. We frequently had difficulties finding what seemed to be "hidden" citation recommendations. Besides the GitHub ReadMe, software may be documented in various places: compiled documentation (e.g. "Read the Docs"), PDF manuals, etc. Given that we had to invest some time to find information on how to give credit, these hidden citation recommendations are vulnerable to be missed by authors. It becomes especially complicated when developers change the name of the GitHub project or provide BibTeX snippets with contradictory DOI and URL metadata fields, as it happened in the case of "triangle / No trend towards changing recommendations in favor of citing the software directly via Zenodo DOIs was found. Once a research article is published, developers often recommend citing the article DOI instead of a Zenodo software DOI. In the case of "SHTools" (Wieczorek et al. (2019) ), the developers listed both article and software DOIs as preferred citations for version 4.2, but subsequent releases dropped the direct software DOI from the citation block. On the other hand, some projects avoid dynamism as they recommend citation of an old version, e.g. "LMfit" (Newville et al. (2019) ). Six out of twenty-five analyzed projects did not provide a recommendation at all. The Zenodo DOI badge, which is a link the developer can add to the GitHub ReadMe, was not counted as a recommended citation because it is not expressly declared as such and may easily be overseen or misinterpreted.
Mixed forms of recommendations propose more than one identifier or include contradictory statements. For example the software project "Flavio" (Straub et al. (2019) ) recommends to cite an article DOI, but also highlights a Zenodo version DOI as a citable object. Table 1 is a summary of our categorization of software citation recommendations. The total number of citations is the sum over citations to all versions and the concept DOI. The maximum age of the cited software measures the currentness of the cited object. A low number indicates that a recently published software version was cited. A high number indicates either that a potentially outdated version has been cited or that the software project was not updated for years. The diversity of a cited object expresses how many identifiers out of the total number of identifiers related to a software project were actually cited. The higher the count, the higher the dilution of citations across many individual objects.
Overall, there is little evidence that citation recommendations have an impact on the identifier choice. A more common phenomenon is that early version identifiers hardly ever become extinct, independent from any recommendation. Citation metadata in reference managers, once collected does not seem to be updated regularly and early adopters keep citing the first version identifier. There are cases such as "LMfit", for which 97 of 99 citations were to the recommended but outdated version 0.8.0 DOI even after 4 years and the release of 22 additional versioned software DOIs. This impression is supported by Figure 6 and Figure 7 , which demonstrates how an identifier choice evolves over time for other packages. Even after many years and more recent versions to cite, the first version identifier keeps getting cited. We speculate that this latency is due more to static reference management systems ("BibTeX latency") than it is to a continued (re)use of old software. This speculation is further justified when we find authors citing old software, but listing more recent (and citable) versions in the full text.
Discussion
Citation recommendations are meant to solve the problem of varying and thus hard to catch citation formats. But our results indicate that citation recommendations are in bad shape. They may even decrease the quality of software citations. Software developers and researchers often do not receive guidance to provide high qualitative citation recommendations or how to use them. Despite the efforts of the FORCE11 to establish standardized software citation principles, software citation recommendations do not seem to change for the better. The software citation principles clearly recommend citing a PID that indicates which version of the software was actually used. In case there is an accompanying software paper, it may be cited alongside the version PID. But so far, the reality of software recommendations found in the wild greatly fails this ideal. Recommendations proved to be outdated, hidden, rather recommend to cite publications or do not even showcase a Zenodo DOI badge. Even if developers are enthusiastic enough to provide recommendations, it is tremendously hard to maintain them manually over the years.
In the end, this means that the right people will not receive credit for their work, because citations are either not trackable or citations are attributed to wrong versions with different author lists. Developer teams are just as dynamic as the software they are working on, thus citing the correct version ensures that the right team members receive credit instead of only e.g. the initial authors.
The low citation coverage of Zenodo and the detected high self-citation rate point out that the majority of data and software usage indications are still hidden in informal mentions and indirect citations to related publications. This also leads to developers not receiving credit for their work, because the lack of ironclad citations means that informal mentions are not trackable.
The obstacles of citing the specific software version in publications may still be too high to overcome, as authors may be overwhelmed with the variety of potential identifiers or lack experience in citing software directly. Reliable citation recommendations as guidance are crucial to help authors cite software directly and thus increase the number of trackable citations, which eventually leads to the right developers receiving credit. Therefore, we suggest the following as a minimal first step to achieve reliable and trackable citations and ultimately give credit to the right people:
• As a practical implementation, developers should recommend to cite one persistent identifier that refers to the software. This identifier ideally represents the whole software project, which is less prone to impermanence. This recommendation does not require maintenance effort on the developer site, but ensures that the software project is cited directly in a trackable way.
This first step is not compliant with the software citation principles, and is prone to that the right people do not receive credit, but it achieves the purpose of making the citation easily trackable. As the next level, developers should recommend to cite the persistent identifier of the version that was used. Additionally, if the software is cited in a general context only, developers should recommend to cite the persistent identifier that represents the whole software project.
However, enhanced standards alone will not lead to better citation practices. Many players are involved in the dilution of citations. A citation evolves through a complex chain link system, which is extremely vulnerable to errors. Especially incorrect or ambiguous data and software citations are likely to be missed out, as the chain link system is not prepared to deal with non-traditional citations.
From the perspective of a discovery system, we observe that the technical presentation of data and software citations often lacks quality and precision, which complicates the parsing. During our analysis we have uncovered a number of issues associated with the formatting of citations in the source papers. Some of them indicate careless citation practices by the authors of the papers, while others suggest problems in the editorial supply chain system. Ambiguous citations that refer to more than one identifier cannot be assigned to more than one cited object. Incorrectly structured data delivered by editorial systems prevents the DOI in reference lists from being discovered. Also, we observed that the publication dates of citing and cited objects are not always trustworthy, as versioned objects were often associated with incorrect metadata. All these technical issues decrease the capture rate of each citation data provider, as many data and software citations are missed out. The discovered technical issues complicate further the associated social issues with software citation practices, which is beyond the limitations of our paper. Overall, this again leads to the right people not receiving credit.
Incorrect and ambiguous citations have the potential of being trackable and thus to highlight that credit has been given. However, this can only be achieved by rigorous editorial and typesetting efforts. But, publishing workflows are complicated and it is not trivial to reach out to every individual involved in the process. Dedicated training must be provided not only to editorial teams, but also to the publishing platform's production teams and conversion teams, which are almost beyond reach. After the publication process, discovery systems are just as vulnerable to miss citations and as a final step, repositories may fail to provide correct citation metrics to the end users. Thus, the overall picture is too complex to be changed by recommendations of any kind only. However, we must understand the full extent of the problem before we can apply changes to the whole chain link system, and before credit is ultimately given where long due.
Methods
Citation links harvesting
We harvested citation links from three discovery systems: the NASA/SAO Astrophysics Datasystem (ADS), Crossref Event Data and Europe PMC. Only citation links with a target DOI in the DOI prefix 10.5281 (Zenodo's DOI prefix) were kept. Citation links were expressed in the Scholix Exchange Format as a citation relationship between two persistent identifiers (e.g. "arXiv ID cites DOI"). Both ADS and Europe PMC do parse the reference sections of publications to extract citation links. Europe PMC only extracts persistent identifiers from the full-text, but does not validate the persistent identifier leading to their data to contain invalid persistent identifiers (e.g "10.5281/zenodo."). ADS validates the persistent identifiers, which also allows them to detect e.g. URLs in the reference strings and match them to a DOI. The collection we used from Crossref Event Data depends on the reference lists that publishers decide to make available and self-deposit for journal articles.
Deduplication of citation links
We collected metadata about title, authors, publisher, and publication date from ADS, Crossref, DataCite, and Europe PMC for each persistent identifier in a citation link relationship. Most importantly we also collected alternate persistent identifiers. This allowed us to deduplicate citation links from different providers. For instance, one provider might express a citation link between a bibcode (an ADS identifier) and a DOI, while another provider might express the exact same relationship between a DOI and DOI.
Cumulative citation counts
We further annotated each deduplicated citation link with its target "concept DOI" if it existed in Zenodo. The "concept DOI" was obtained by querying Zenodo's REST API (the concept DOI is also expressed in the DataCite metadata registered for Zenodo DOIs). This allowed us e.g. to investigate cumulative citation counts for multiple persistent identifiers for the same software project.
Software
The harvesting and deduplication of citation links explained above, was done using an installation at CERN of the Asclepias Broker ), which was developed as part of the Asclepias Project. The project is a Sloan-funded collaboration between American Astronomical Society, NASA/SAO Astrophysics Data System and CERN / Zenodo (further information can be found in (Henneken et al. (2017) )). The core of the Asclepias Broker is a store for citation links, the harvesting of citation links and metadata, as well as the deduplication and cumulative citation counts as explained in the above sections. The Asclepias Broker is open-source licensed under the MIT license.
Dataset
The dataset was retrieved from the Asclepias Broker early January 2019 after having performed a full harvesting and deduplication cycle from a clean database with zero citation links. The resulting 5,477 citation links were cleansed for our analysis. Misspelled DOI citations were corrected and the resulting duplicates deleted. 5,456 unique publication-to-software, publication-to-data, and publication-to-literature links remained. Each row of our dataset represents one unique link between a citing object and a Zenodo DOI.
The dataset contains information on the provenance of the citation links (field "providers"). A link can either be captured by Europe PMC, ADS (NASA/SAO Astrophysics Data System), Crossref Event Data (crossref) or by a combination of these providers. Generally, the dataset contains metadata about the cited object (the target object) and the citing object (the source object).
The citing object is identified by a "source identifier", which is either a DOI or an arXiv ID. All of our citing objects are of the "source type" literature. Because every journal article or preprint can cite multiple Zenodo objects, an identifier can appear multiple times as more than one citation link was created. The "source publisher" contains information on the publisher of the citing article or preprint and the "source publication year" indicates the year the publication was published.
We made use of the re3data subject classification in order to classify the disciplinary content of the citing object ("source discipline"). The subject classification used at re3data offers four hierarchy levels of (sub)disciplines of Engineering Sciences, Humanities and Social Sciences, Life Sciences, and Natural Sciences. We used the second hierarchy level (14 categories) for our subject classification matching. The DOI prefix of the citing object indicates the journal an article was published in (e.g. "10.1103/PhysRevD" is exclusive for the journal Physical Review D). The description of the journal's aim and scope was then used as based for our classification. arXiv preprints were classified using the arXiv subjects.
Equal information can be found on the cited object. The "target doi"' contains the identifier of the targeted object of the citation, which is always a Zenodo DOI. The DOI may either be a version-specific DOI or a "concept DOI", which represents all versions of a project. The "target type" contains the type of the cited object. This value can either be a "dataset", "literature", or "software". The "target title" includes the name string of the cited object and the "target publication year" describes the publication year of the Zenodo object. The publication year is defined by the user and does not necessarily reflect the upload date on Zenodo. The "target version id" is a hash value that refers to the concept of the project. Each version DOI and the concept DOI of a project all refer to the same version identifier value. Citation counts that are spread across versions can be summed up using the version id value. The "citation speed" value was generated by subtracting the publication date of the citing object from the publication date of the cited object. This value indicates how many years it took for an object on Zenodo to get cited.
Additionally, we generated a second dataset with context information. We used a Python script to harvest metadata via the Zenodo REST API and via the GitHub REST API. This data was needed for the evaluation of potential correlations between citations and usage metrics. For every cited unique Zenodo DOI, we fetched basic metadata from Zenodo. The "cited doi" value contains the DOI of the cited object. Every row of the dataset represents information on a cited object DOI (in contrast to the original dataset that is based on citation events instead of being object-centered). The "concept doi" is either empty or contains the concept DOI. Empty values mean that there is no concept DOI to be fetched due to the fact that the concept DOI was introduced later. The column "citations" contains the cumulated number of citations to a unique DOI. The number was generated by summing up the number of citation links that contained identical target DOIs. The "resource type" reflects the type of the cited object, which can be a "dataset", "publication", or "literature".
Usage metrics reflect how often an object may have been used. Zenodo delivers information on downloads and views: "unique downloads", "unique views", "version downloads", "version views", "version unique downloads", "version unique views". Unique downloads and views count usage within one hour-sessions of a unique visitor ID only once. Views and download statistics can be aggregated to version usage using the concept ID. The version usage statistics can be narrowed down to unique views and downloads per visitor ID per one-hour session. Additionally, the "volume" and the "version volume" indicate the size of an object. Zenodo counts usage actions by humans or machines, but excludes double-clicks and robots.
For every cited DOI on Zenodo that is linked to a GitHub repository, we fetched metadata from GitHub. The "github url" contains the link to the GitHub project page. This value is empty for those Zenodo objects that do not link to GitHub. The dataset contains the following GitHub related usage metrics: "github downloads", "github forks", "github stars", "github subscribers", and "github watchers". The variable GitHub downloads tells how many times a repository was downloaded. GitHub forks count the number of a repository's copies made by users. GitHub stars describe how many users starred the repository. Subscribers count the number of subscriptions to conversations in issues, pull requests and team discussions of a GitHub repository. GitHub watchers are users who gets notified of activity in a repository, but are not collaborators. Additionally, "github languages", "github licenses", and "github topics" contain information about the software. GitHub languages contain the (programming or markup) languages of a repository. A repository may contain one or several languages. Each value is separated by a comma. In case a license was assigned to the project, the value according to the GitHub license classification is given in "github license". A repository has only one or none licenses. The content of a GitHub project may be classified by the developer using topics. The content of the field is written in square brackets, which can be empty or contain one or multiple comma-separated values.
Data analysis
We calculated basic statistics for our dataset such as the citation coverage, the citation frequency, and the average citation count and the distribution of citations across types. The citation coverage of Zenodo was calculated using the number of unique DOIs (4,108) that were cited in comparison to the total number of Zenodo DOIs registered at DataCite in June 2019 (1, 236, 264) . We used the number of citations to each type (dataset, literature, software) for the distribution of citations across types. The citation intensity describes how often a Zenodo DOI was cited. The citation counts for each cited Zenodo DOI were calculated by summing up the number of rows that contain the same Zenodo DOI (the number of duplicates). Out of 4,108 Zenodo DOIs that were cited at least once, 3,582 DOIs were cited only once. The average citation count was calculated using the arithmetic mean of the accumulated citation counts. We used a Python script to harvest metadata from the Zenodo REST API and retrieved information on how many cited Zenodo DOIs are linked to a concept DOI. Out of 4,108 Zenodo DOIs, 2,395 had a value for the concept DOI. In 233 cases, the string of the cited Zenodo DOI was identical to the concept DOI, which means that the concept DOI was cited.
The self-citation rate was estimated on the base of the "citation speed". The citation speed indicates how many years passed between the publication date of the cited object on Zenodo and the publication date of the citing object. This measure was calculated by subtracting the year of the publication date of the cited object from the publication date of the citing object (because citations generally look backward). Bigger numbers mean that more years have passed after the cited object was published on Zenodo. We assume that it takes time for third-parties to reuse datasets of software for different projects, as they have to fully understand what was done before and then need some time for a new analysis and for writing an article. Therefore, citations with a low citation speed qualify to be potential self-citation candidates. We selected all 4,060 rows with a citation speed with 0 or 1 (which means that the Zenodo object was cited in the same year or within a year after the publication on Zenodo) and analyzed a representative sample on their self-citation rate. The minimum size of a representative sample was determined on a 95% confidence interval. In our case, the minimum sample size is 352. The authors of the citing articles of these 352 citations were manually compared to the authors of the cited object on Zenodo. In case of a self-citation, both author sets share at least one value. 289 out of 352 proved to be self-citations according to our definition. This value allows us to estimate with 95% confidence on the whole population.
The correlation between citation rate and usage metrics were calculated using metadata retrieved from Zenodo and GitHub via their REST APIs. We calculated the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient for each usage metric and the number of citations to a unique Zenodo DOI. We chose Spearman's rank correlation because it compares the rank values between two variables instead of assessing linear relationships. This fitted our sample well, because it contains many extreme values and outliers as few general purpose software libraries were highly cited. As usage metrics, we chose the unique view and unique download counts provided by Zenodo, which are computed based on the COUNTER Project Code of Practice for Research Data (Fenner, Lowenberg, Jones, Needham, Vieglais, Abrams, Cruse & Chodacki (2018) ). This value is deduplicated by accumulating actions of a unique visitor within one-hour sessions. We calculated the coefficient using all cited objects and then run our calculations on every type (dataset, literature, software) separately. We calculated the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient for the accumulated citation count of every cited Zenodo DOI that is linked to Github and usage statistics retrieved from GitHub: forks, stars, subscribers, and watchers.
The overlap of the indexes of every citation discovery service (ADS, Europe PMC), was visualized using a venn diagram. The set of each provider consists of the citing object's identifier. Thus, the overlap of sets indicate how many citing articles are found by more than one citation discovery service.
For our analysis of the state of software citation recommendations, we accumulated the citation counts for every concept using the "target version id" hash value of our dataset. We considered all software concepts that had a citation count of 10 or higher. For these 25 software concepts, we categorized the state of their recommendations as it was presented to us in August 2019. We always considered the text on the ReadMe page of the project's master branch and read every documentation we found. Precisely, we followed links given on GitHub and googled the software. For every citation recommendation we found, we additionally tracked the change history across every version release in order to make statements on their dynamism. Because of the concept DOI and its metadata links to the individual versions on Zenodo, we were able to analyze the diversity of cited DOIs and observe the time course of every version DOI's usage. The existing DOIs were counted on Zenodo. The count includes all version DOIs and the concept DOI. Manual effort was needed for the accumulation, as some projects have more than one concept DOI. Contrasting, we counted the number of actually cited DOIs. The maximum age of the cited object indicates how old the cited software version was.
